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Workday - User Guide to  
Performance Management (CAP) 

 
 
Workday: Kick-Off Overview 

 
 
The following step-by-step guide is designed to walk employees and managers through the 
Performance Management process (CAP) in Workday.  This Manual goes through the Employee and 
Manager’s Workday steps for Kick-Off.  Users needing assistance at any point in the process should 
contact Learning and Development.  
 
 
Employee’s Screen  
 

 

HRIS pushes Kick-Off to employees, and it 

appears in Inbox. Employee clicks Inbox 

notification to initiate setting goals. 
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Employee reviews 

directions and clicks 

“Get Started” to 

begin Kick-Off. 

Employee reviews directions and 

clicks “Add” to begin adding goals. 

 

Reference the 

side bar menu 

at any time to 

view what step 

in the process 

you are in. 
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Employee Inputs 

Goal 1 in text box. 

Select Goal Category; this is required. If you 

do not select a Category, you will receive an 

error upon submitting.  

Note: All Employees must enter at least one 

individual goal, one inclusive excellence 

goal, and one developmental goal. 

Click “Save 

for Later” to 

save draft to 

return to 

later. 

Repeat steps for 

Goal 2, Goal 3 etc. 

Once all Employee Goals are entered 

and categories are selected, click 

“Next” to advance to the review page.   
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Review entered goals here.   

Click “Submit” once all goals are reviewed to route to Manager.  

Click “Save for Later” to save draft to return to later.  

 

If you include a comment here, it will show on 

Process History.  It is not a part of the goal.  

The End for Employee  
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Manager’s Screen   

  

 

Click “Get Started” to review goals 

set by employee. 

Manager is notified via Workday 

inbox when they can review 

Employee submitted goals. Click 

Inbox notification to open task. 
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Managers can click the goal text 

box and edit Employee entered 

goals and/or change goal category 

or status from drop down menus.  

Click “Save for 

Later” to save 

draft and return 

and finalize later. 

Click “Next” to advance 

to final review and 

submit page. 

Managers will read all directions and 

goal category descriptions to gain a 

better understanding and confirm if 

employee drafted goals are related to 

employee’s individual job duties, their 

development, and/or their 

commitment to inclusive excellence.   

Reminder: Employees must 

enter in Kick-Off at least one 

individual goal, one inclusive 

excellence goal, and one 

developmental goal.  
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If you include a comment here, it 

will show on Process History.  It is 

not a part of the goal.  

 

Click “Submit” after reviewing the 

employee entered and manager 

edited goals. 

Click “Send-Back” if you have made 

edits and you want the employee to 

review before submitting 
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Goals are now entered, and you should meet with you employee to discuss goals together. The goals 

will auto-populate into future CAP phases (Check-in & Wrap-Up) and can be viewed or edited in 

those phases.   

Click “Done” to exit Kick-Off 


